
 

 

Knife & Gear Society Team (hint: The answers to these questions can be found on the Team page of the 
website) 

  

1. Which Knife & Gear Society contributor was a Law Enforcement Instructor and member of the 
Whitfield County Sheriff’s Office Special Response Team (Entry and Sniper)?_______________ 

2. What magazine did Joshua Swanagon resign his position as Editor before founding Knife & Gear 
Society? _______________________________________________________________________ 

3. Which contributor served in the U.S. Army Intelligence and Security Command, including a three-
year tour at the National Security Agency? ____________________________________________ 

4. Which contributor co-authored a combatives manual for the US Special Operations community? 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Which contributor has a 30-year career as an outdoors writer? ___________________________ 

6. Which contributor is a world traveler and studies primitive survival techniques, construction and 
uses of knives and edged tools globally? _____________________________________________ 

7. Which contributor is Editor in Chief for Prepper Survival Guide Magazine? __________________ 

8. Which contributor is a Sayoc Kali Senior-Level Associate Instructor and a Brazilian Jiu Jitsu Purple 
Belt? _________________________________________________________________________ 

9. Which contributor is host of Bone Wild TV and Trapping Across America TV, on the Pursuit 
Channel? ______________________________________________________________________ 

10. Which contributor is deeply involved in the special needs community? ____________________ 

11. Which contributor has over 33 years of combined experience in teaching practical street defense 
in the civilian, military and law enforcement sectors? __________________________________ 

12. Which contributor is the 2018 Bladesports World Champion and winner of History Channel’s 
Forged in Fire: Knife or Death (S1,E4)? ______________________________________________ 

13. Which contributor is a voting member of the Knifemakers Guild and the Georgia Custom 
Knifemakers Guild? ______________________________________________________________ 

  



Knife & Gear Society Resources (hint: The answers to these questions can be found in the Resources 
section of the website) 

1. What steel is often used in razor blades? _____________________________________________ 

2. Who makes M390 Stainless Steel? __________________________________________________ 

3. What blade profile is often confused with a karambit? __________________________________ 

4. What is the full name of the outdoors writer the Nessmuck blade profle is named after? 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

5. What knife grind does not have a secondary (edge) bevel? _______________________________ 

6. Which knife grind is similar to a flat grind but starts the primary bevel at approximately the middle 
of the blade? ___________________________________________________________________ 

  

5.11 

1. What 5.11 product did the FBI officially adopt for its academy that gave 5.11 its real start? 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. When did 5.11 rise to the challenge of redesigning their women's collection to create better fitting 
and higher performing options? _____________________________________________________ 

  

5.11 AMP72 Backpack 

1. What is the total capacity of the AMP72 backpack? ______________________________________ 

2. What is the name of the innovative new MOLLE-based load bearing system being used in the AMP 
collection? _______________________________________________________________________ 

  

Exotac 

1. What is Exotac's motto? ____________________________________________________________ 

2. Where did the founder of Exotac get his Engineering degree from? _________________________ 

  

Exotac TitanLIGHT 

1. What is the TitanLIGHT constructed of? _______________________________________________ 

2. What depth is the TitanLIGHT waterproof to? __________________________________________ 

  

L.T. Wright 

1. Where is L.T. Wright located (be specific)? _____________________________________________ 

2. What is the name of the shack the L.T. Wright logo is based on? ___________________________ 

  

 



L.T. Wright Frontier 

1. What type of steel is the Frontier First constructed of? __________________________________ 

2. What is the blade length of the Frontier First? _________________________________________ 

  

L.T. Wright GNS 

1. What is the overall length of the GNS? _______________________________________________ 

2. What type of grind does the GNS have? ______________________________________________ 

  

WorkSharp 

1. What family of brands is WorkSharp a member of? _____________________________________ 

2. What year did Matthew Bernard became the fourth-generation family owner of the company? 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

  

WorkSharp Micro Sharpener & Knife Tool 

1. What is the sharpening angle on both abrasive sharpeners? ______________________________ 

2. What are the three sizes of Torx Bits included in the Micro Sharpener & Knife Tool? ___________ 

  

WorkSharp Guided Field Sharpener 

1. What are the included abrasives with the Guided Field Sharpener? 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. How many sharpening angles are built into the Guided Field Sharpener? ____________________ 

  

WorkSharp Pocket Sharpener 

1. What are the items that can be sharpened with the Pocket Sharpener? _____________________ 

2. What angles are the two angle guides on the Pocket Sharpener? __________________________ 

  

WorkSharp Angle Set Knife Sharpener 

1. The sharpening angles of the Angle Set Knife Sharpener can be changed from 15°-25° in what 
increments? _____________________________________________________________________ 

2. Who designed the Angle Set Knife Sharpener? __________________________________________ 

  

Kevin Estela 

1. Aside from being a survival instructor, what does Kevin Estela do for a living? 
________________________________________________________________________________ 



2. What History Channel show featured Kevin as an on-air subject matter expert? 
________________________________________________________________________________  

 

101 Things You Need to Know to Survive in the Woods 

1. What publishing company published 101 Skills You Need to Survive In the Woods? 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Who did the black and white illustrations for the book? __________________________________ 

  

TOPS Knives 

1. When was TOPS Knives founded? ____________________________________________________ 

2. What is the name of TOPS Knives new podcast? ________________________________________ 

  

TOPS Knives El Chete 

1. Who designed the El Chete? ________________________________________________________ 

2. What is the overall length of the El Chete? _____________________________________________ 

  

CRKT 

1. Where is CRKT located (be specific)? __________________________________________________ 

2. When was CRKT founded? __________________________________________________________ 

  

CRKT M40-15 

1. What are the serrations called on the M40-15? _________________________________________ 

2. Who designed the M40-15? _________________________________________________________ 

  

CRKT CEO 

1. What kind of pivot system does the CEO use? ___________________________________________ 

2. What does the CEO weigh? _________________________________________________________ 

 


